Participants: Lisa Bendixen, Linda Quinn, Alice Corkill, Joe Morgan (Proxy by Cori More), Tracy Spies, and Shaoan Zhang

Presenters: Jeff Shih, Ed Ronca (invited), Shaoan Zhang, Cori More

Minutes: Shaoan Zhang

1. Pre-requisite Clean Up: Zhang & Ronca
   a. EDRL 451
      Current Prereqs: Admission to the Secondary Education Program, EDU 202 and PPST scores or passing PRAXIS Core Scores. New Prereqs: None
      Current Coreq: EDSC323 New Coreq: EDSC311
   b. EDRL 425
      Current Prereqs: Admission to the Secondary Education Program, EDU 202 and PPST scores or passing PRAXIS Core Scores. May be repeated to a maximum of six credits.
      Corkill suggests: New Prereqs: Admission to the Secondary Education Program. (MyUNLV: ESARTABAED or ESARTSBSED or ESBIОABAED or ESBIOSBSED or ESENGABAED or SEENGSBSED or ESESCABAED or ESESCSBSED or ESGSCABAED or ESGSCSBSED or ESMATABAED or ESMATSBSED or ESPSCABAED or ESPSCSBSED or ESESSXBSED).
      Current Coreq: None New Coreq: EDSC323
   c. EDSC 313
      Current Prereqs: EDSC 311 with a B or better. May be repeated to a maximum of six credits. May be repeated to a maximum of six credits. New Prereqs: EDSC 311 with a B or better.
      Current Coreq: None New Coreq: Current enrollment with subject matter course. (MyUNLV: EDSC 413A or EDSC 463 or EDRL 425 or EDSC 433 or EDMS 453 or EDSC 453 or EDSC 473 )
   d. EDSC 481
Current Prereqs: EDSC 313 with a B or better. Notes Letter grade only. New Prereqs: EDSC 313 with a B or better. 2.75 GPA

Current Coreq: None. New Coreq: EDSC482

Bendixen motioned to approve the proposed changes in EDRL451, EDRL425, EDSC313, EDSC481 and Linda seconded. All approved.

2. Sport and Physical Activity: Shih
   a. Program Change: Addition of sub plan for Sports and Physical Activity area of concentration

   Spies motioned to approve and Bendixen seconded. All approved.

   b. EDU 300 Evaluation of Physical Education: This course was created for program requirement for Sport, Physical Activity, Health secondary education sub-plan.

   Quinn motioned to approve and Zhang seconded. All approved.

   c. EDU 355 Methods of Teaching Rhythm and Dance: This course was created for program requirement for Sport, Physical Activity, Health secondary education sub-plan.

   Bendixen motioned to approve and Zhang seconded. All approved.

3. Pre-requisite Clean Up: More
   a. EDSP 431


   Quinn motioned to approve and Bendixen seconded. All approved.

   b. EDSP 453

   Current Prereqs: 10 credits in special education New Prereqs: EDU 203 and ESPBA or ESPBS

   Zhang motioned to approve and Spies seconded. All approved.

4. Pre-requisite Clean Up: Zhang & Ronca

   Corkill: The prerequisite for the courses: EDSC311, EDSC413A, EDSC433, EDSC453, EDSC463, and EDSC473 should add the major code as prereq: Admission to the Secondary Education Program. (MyUNLV: ESARTABAED or ESARTSBSED or ESBIOABAED or ESBIOBSBSED or ESENGABAED or ESENGSBSBSED or ESESCABAED or ESESCSBSED or ESGSCABAED or ESGSCSBSED or
ESMATABAED or ESMATSBSED or ESPSCABAED or ESPSCSBSED or ESESSXBSED).

Spies motioned to approve and Bendixen seconded. All approved.

5. The meeting adjourned at 11:15 am. Next meeting: May 4\textsuperscript{th} 10:00am CEB315A